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The International Institute for Asian

Studies is a postdoctoral research cen-

tre based in Leiden and Amsterdam, the

Netherlands. Our main objective is to

encourage the interdisciplinary and

comparative study of Asia and to pro-

mote national and international coop-

eration in the field. The institute focus-

es on the humanities and social

sciences and their interaction with other

sciences.

IIAS values dynamism and versatility in its research programmes. Post-doctoral

research fellows are temporarily employed by or affiliated to IIAS, either within the

framework of a collaborative research programme or on an individual basis. In its

aim to disseminate broad, in-depth knowledge of Asia, the institute organizes

seminars, workshops and conferences, and publishes the IIAS Newsletter with a cir-

culation of 25,000.

IIAS runs a database for Asian Studies with information on researchers and

research-related institutes worldwide. As an international mediator and a clearing-

house for knowledge and information, IIAS is active in creating international net-

works and launching international cooperative projects and research programmes.

In this way, the institute functions as a window on Europe for non-European schol-

ars and contributes to the cultural rapprochement between Asia and Europe.

IIAS also administers the secretariat of the European Alliance for Asian Studies

(Asia Alliance: www.asia-alliance.org) and the Secretariat General of the

International Convention of Asia Scholars (ICAS: www.icassecretariat.org).

Updates on the activities of the Asia Alliance and ICAS are published in this 

newsletter. <
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East-West meeting space
S ingapore’s Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong delivered the keynote speech at the

November 2005 East-West Dialogue in Barcelona*. ‘After Amman: Uniting to
Defeat Terrorism’ saw Goh address what he considers to be the greatest threat to
humankind today.

One of the main feeding grounds for terrorism is racial and religious tension.
Following the 1960s racial riots in Singapore, the government of the multi-religious,
multi-racial society adopted an ‘overlapping circles’ – in contrast to a ‘melting-pot’
– approach to foster racial and religious harmony, where each community can be
seen as a circle with its own values, beliefs and culture. ‘Where the circles overlap
is the common space where we interact freely. We try to expand and maximize this
space. The space which does not overlap is the community’s own space where they
are free to speak their own language, practice their own religion and have their own
way of life. This way, each community retains its separate identity and yet is bond-
ed to each other through common national values.’

Against the backdrop of the recent riots in France, Goh’s words have become more
pertinent in the context of East-West dialogue. After all, it was the same Goh Chok
Tong who more than ten years ago as prime minister of Singapore developed the
idea of the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) to improve dialogue between Asia and
Europe, at a low ebb since decolonization. He pleaded for cultural rapprochement,
for which he delineated three stages. 

In the first, networking phase, gaps in knowledge of each other’s cultures need to
be filled. Although this is a never-ending process, the past decade has witnessed
deepening in our knowledge of each other’s cultures. We are now passing through
the second phase, that of constructive dialogue, where common concerns take cen-
ter stage in discussions on issues like terrorism, racial tensions, natural disasters,
SARS, AIDS and avian flu – phenomena that underline our ever-growing interde-
pendence. Focusing on common concerns help erase xenophobic notions of each
other’s cultures, so counter-productive to shaping our common future.

We as Asia scholars can facilitate this process by further strengthening academic
cooperation between Europe and Asia in the form of joint research projects and stu-
dent exchanges. These pave the way for the third or consensus-building phase where
shared values develop – which, in the long run, will enlarge our ‘common space’
within the East-West encounter. <

Wim Stokhof

Director, IIAS

* The second East-West Dialogue was organized by Casa Asia, the Asia Europe Foun-
dation, the Club of Madrid, UNESCO, and the Forum Foundation, and held in
Barcelona, 16-17 November 2005.
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